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A B S T R A C T 

We report the identification of radio (0.144–3 GHz) and mid-, far-infrared, and sub-mm (24–850 μm) emission at the position of 
one of 41 UV-bright ( M UV 

� −21 . 25) z � 6.6–6.9 Lyman-break galaxy candidates in the 1.5 deg 

2 COSMOS field. This source, 
COS-87259, exhibits a sharp flux discontinuity (factor > 3) between two narrow/intermediate bands at 9450 and 9700 Å and is 
undetected in all nine bands blueward of 9600 Å, as expected from a Lyman alpha break at z � 6.8. The full multiwavelength 

(X-ray through radio) data of COS-87529 can be self-consistently explained by a very massive ( M ∗ = 10 

10.8 M �) and extremely 

red (rest-UV slope β = −0.59) z � 6.8 galaxy with hyperluminous infrared emission ( L IR 

= 10 

13.6 L �) powered by both an 

intense burst of highly obscured star formation (SFR ≈ 1800 M � yr −1 ) and an obscured ( τ9 . 7 μm = 7 . 7 ± 2 . 5) radio-loud (L 1.4 GHz 

≈ 10 

25.4 W Hz −1 ) active galactic nucleus (AGN). The radio emission is compact (1.04 ± 0.12 arcsec) and exhibits an ultra-steep 

spectrum between 1.32 and 3 GHz ( α = −1 . 57 

+ 0 . 22 
−0 . 21 ) that flattens at lower frequencies ( α = −0 . 86 

+ 0 . 22 
−0 . 16 between 0.144 and 

1.32 GHz), consistent with known z > 4 radio galaxies. We also demonstrate that COS-87259 may reside in a significant 
(11 ×) galaxy o v erdensity, as common for systems hosting radio-loud AGN. While we find that low-redshift solutions to the 
optical + near-infrared data are not preferred, a spectroscopic redshift will ultimately be required to establish the true nature 
of COS-87259 beyond any doubt. If confirmed to lie at z � 6.8, the properties of COS-87259 would be consistent with a 
picture wherein AGN and highly obscured star formation activity are fairly common among v ery massiv e ( M ∗ > 10 

10 M �) 
reionization-era galaxies. 

K ey words: galaxies: e volution – galaxies: high-redshift – dark ages, reionization, first stars – radio continuum: galaxies –
submillimetre: galaxies. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

eep optical and near-infrared (IR) imaging surv e ys conducted
ith the Hubble Space Telescope ( HST ) have uncovered over 1000
yman-break galaxies at z > 6 (e.g. McLure et al. 2013 ; Atek et al.
015 ; Bouwens et al. 2015a ; Finkelstein et al. 2015 ; Ishigaki et al.
018 ), providing our first census of unobscured star formation in the
eionization era. The galaxies in these deep but small-area surv e ys
 ∼0.2 deg 2 total) tend to have low ultraviolet (UV) luminosities
 M UV > −20) and correspondingly low stellar masses ( M ∗ < 10 9 

 �; e.g. Bhatawdekar et al. 2019 ; Stefanon et al. 2021 ). The rest-
V continuum slopes of these galaxies are blue ( β < −2; e.g.
ouwens et al. 2014 ), consistent with minimal reddening from dust.
he Spitzer /IRAC photometry shows evidence for very intense rest-
ptical emission lines (Labb ́e et al. 2013 ; Smit et al. 2014 , 2015 ; De
arros et al. 2019 ; Endsley et al. 2021a ), as expected for systems with

arge specific star formation rates and rapidly rising star formation
 E-mail: rendsley@email.arizona.edu 
 Strittmatter Fellow. 
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istories. These low luminosity star-forming systems are thought
o play a significant role in driving the reionization process (e.g.
ouwens et al. 2015b ; Robertson et al. 2015 ; Ishigaki et al. 2018 ;
inkelstein et al. 2019 ; Naidu et al. 2020 ). 
Over the last 5 yr, attention has begun to turn to z > 6

alaxies identified o v er much wider areas ( > 5 deg 2 ) in ground-
ased imaging data sets (e.g. McCracken et al. 2012 ; Jarvis et al.
013 ; Aihara et al. 2019 ). The wide areas offer several advan-
ages with respect to earlier studies. By probing larger volumes,
hey enable the identification of rare UV-bright ( M UV < −21.5)
alaxies, providing a first census of the most massive ( M ∗ >

0 10 M �) UV-luminous star-forming systems in the reionization
ra (e.g. Bowler et al. 2014 , 2020 ; Stefanon et al. 2017 , 2019 ;
no et al. 2018 ; Endsley et al. 2021a ). Because of the brightness
f this population ( J = 24–25), they provide an ideal sample for
etailed investigation of the gas, dust, and stellar populations in
arly UV-luminous galaxies. Many of these galaxies are likely to
race o v erdense re gions, some of which may hav e carv ed out large
onized regions in the mostly neutral intergalactic medium (IGM).
he wide-area imaging surv e ys are large enough to characterize

hese environments and (via Ly α emission follow-up) begin mapping
© 2022 The Author(s) 
lished by Oxford University Press on behalf of Royal Astronomical Society 
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1 The HSC ib945 and nb973 data from CHORUS (Inoue et al. 2020 ) were not 
yet available during the selection analysis of E21a . We revisit how these two 
filters impro v e the redshift determination of COS-87259 in Section 4.1 . 
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he likely size of ionized bubbles in their vicinity (e.g. Castellano 
t al. 2018 ; Endsley et al. 2021b ; Hu et al. 2021 ; Endsley & Stark
022 ). 
Large samples of UV-luminous reionization-era systems have 

ow been identified via standard dropout selection techniques o v er 
hese wide-area ground-based imaging fields. Initial efforts have 
ocused on characterizing the luminosity function (Bowler et al. 
014 , 2020 ; Stefanon et al. 2017 ; Ono et al. 2018 ) and stellar mass
unction (Stefanon et al. 2019 ) of the UV-bright galaxies. The broad-
and spectral energy distributions (SEDs) hav e rev ealed comparably 
ntense [O III ] + H β emission and specific star formation rates as
re seen in less luminous galaxies (Endsley et al. 2021a ), suggesting
roadly similar recent star formation histories. The rest-UV colours 
f the most UV-luminous galaxies tend to be fairly blue (average 
= −2) suggesting typically low dust reddening at the bright end of

he UV luminosity function. Work is now extending these studies to 
ther wa velengths, b uilding a more complete picture of the gas and
ust in early UV-luminous galaxies. Most of this progress has come 
rom ALMA, which has pro v en v ery ef fecti ve at detecting far-IR
ooling lines (i.e. [C II ], [O III ]) and dust continuum emission in the
V-bright population (Matthee et al. 2017 , 2019 ; Bowler et al. 2018 ;
arniani et al. 2018a , b ; Smit et al. 2018 ; Hashimoto et al. 2019 ;
ouwens et al. 2021 ; Schouws et al. 2022 ). 
An essential next step is to better understand the characteristics 

f the most massive ( M ∗ > 10 10 M �) reionization-era galaxies,
ncluding those which are substantially reddened by dust. One 
otable benefit of explicitly studying massive sources is that they 
ould provide an improved census of highly obscured star formation 

ctivity in the very early Universe (Casey et al. 2018 ). Typical UV-
right galaxies at z ∼ 7–8 often sho w relati vely weak dust continuum
mission consistent with obscured SFRs � 30 M � yr −1 (e.g. Bowler 
t al. 2018 ; Bouwens et al. 2021 ; Schouws et al. 2022 ), far lower
han that of z > 6 sub-mm selected systems ( ∼500–3000 M � yr −1 ;
iechers et al. 2013 ; Marrone et al. 2018 ; Zavala et al. 2018 ).
he parameter space between these two populations is concei v ably 
ccupied by very massive galaxies with exceptionally red rest-UV 

lopes ( β � −1) that can be difficult to identify with broad-band
yman-break selection techniques. 
Detailed studies of very massive reionization-era galaxies may 

dditionally deliver important clues into the properties of early super- 
assive black holes (SMBHs). Much attention has been dedicated to 

nswering how the > 10 9 M � black holes inferred to power several z 
 6 quasars (e.g. Mortlock et al. 2011 ; Wu et al. 2015 ; Ba ̃ nados

t al. 2018 ; Yang et al. 2020b ; Wang et al. 2021 ) were able to
orm at such early times (see Inayoshi, Visbal & Haiman 2020 for
 re vie w). A key observ ational stepping stone to wards answering
his question is to expand our view of z > 6 active galactic nucleus
AGN) activity beyond type 1 quasars to include obscured AGN 

osted by the broader massive galaxy population (Vito et al. 2019 ;
noue et al. 2021 ). Additional efforts constraining the frequency of
arious AGN modes (e.g. radio-loud or super-Eddington accretion) 
n these massive galaxies can provide insight into not only early 
MBH growth mechanisms but also how SMBHs first co-evolved 
ith their host galaxies (e.g. Kormendy & Ho 2013 ; Hardcastle &
roston 2020 ; Ba ̃ nados et al. 2021 ). 
In this work, we take a step towards better characterizing the 

bscured star formation and AGN activity within v ery massiv e ( M ∗
 10 10 M �) reionization-era galaxies utilizing deep X-ray through 

adio data available o v er the 1.5 deg 2 COSMOS field (Scoville
t al. 2007a ). The sources explored in this study are drawn from
 parent sample of 41 Lyman-break galaxy candidates at z � 

.6–6.9 (Endsley et al. 2021a ). While all these galaxies are UV-
right (M UV � −21 . 25), the unique narrow-band dropout selection
echnique employed by Endsley et al. ( 2021a ) none the less enables
he identification of exceptionally red ( β > −1) dust-enshrouded 

assive systems at z � 7. 
We report the detection of 0.144, 1.32, 1.4, and 3 GHz radio

mission at the position of an e xtremely massiv e ( M ∗ = 10 10.8 M �)
nd red ( β = −0.59) galaxy in this z � 6.6–6.9 sample (COS-
7259). We also identify spatially coincident emission in the mid- 
R ( Spitzer /MIPS), far-IR ( Herschel /PACS and Herschel /SPIRE),
nd sub-mm (JCMT/SCUBA-2). The multiwavelength SED of COS- 
7259 is fit well by a z � 6.8 solution, with the IR emission powered
y highly obscured star formation (SFR ≈ 1800 M � yr −1 ) and an
bscured radio-loud AGN. We discuss the possibility of low-redshift 
olutions and compare the properties of COS-87259 to the sample of
nown high-redshift radio galaxies (e.g. Saxena et al. 2018b ; Drouart
t al. 2020 ; Yamashita et al. 2020 ) as well as hot dust-obscured
alaxies (e.g. Stern et al. 2014 ; Assef et al. 2015 ; Fan et al. 2016 ).
f this system is confirmed to lie at z � 6.8, it would add evidence
hat AGN may be fairly common in the most massive ( > 10 10 M �) z
 6 galaxies, and would further support a picture wherein massive

alaxies contribute significantly to the cosmic star formation rate 
udget during reionization. 

Throughout this paper, we quote magnitudes in the AB system 

Oke & Gunn 1983 ), employ a Chabrier ( 2003 ) initial mass function
IMF), adopt a flat � CDM cosmology with parameters h = 0.7,

m 

= 0.3, and �� 

= 0.7, and report 68 per cent confidence interval
ncertainties unless otherwise specified. 

 LY MAN-BREAK  SAMPLE  SELECTI ON  

n this paper, we discuss a sample of z � 7 Lyman-break galaxies
dentified o v er the 1.5 de g 2 COSMOS field. COSMOS has been
maged with Subaru/Hyper Surpime-Cam (HSC; Aihara et al. 2019 ; 
noue et al. 2020 ), VISTA/VIRCam (McCracken et al. 2012 ), and
pitzer /IRAC (Steinhardt et al. 2014 ; Ashby et al. 2018 ), providing
eep optical and infrared data in 16 filters. Of particular utility
or the selection of reionization-era galaxies is the availability of 
eep imaging in three narrow/intermediate bands at 0.9–1 μm from 

SC (nb921, ib945, and nb973) which co v er the wav elength range
ssociated with the Ly α br eak at z � 7 (see Fig. 1 ). With central
avelengths of 9200, 9450, and 9700 Å, these narrow/intermediate- 
and images yield flux measurements in bins of �λ = 250 Å
hereby ef fecti v ely pro viding low-resolution ( R ∼ 40) spectra in
he wavelength range needed for identifying z � 7 galaxies. The
mpro v ed spectral sampling better pinpoints the observed wavelength 
here the flux drops off and helps distinguish the sharp flux
iscontinuities of z � 7 Ly α breaks from the very red, yet relatively
mooth spectra of low-redshift dusty galaxies. 

Employing this narrow-band dropout technique, Endsley et al. 
 2021a , hereafter E21a ) identified a sample of z � 6.6–6.9 UV-
uminous (M UV < −21) Lyman-break galaxy candidates o v er COS-

OS. This paper presents a possible radio-detected AGN in this 
ample. To put the initial selection of this source in context, we
ummarize the parent sample selection and properties below. For 
ore information, the reader is directed to E21a . The galaxies
ere selected with the following colour cuts 1 to identify sharp flux
iscontinuities expected of Ly α breaks: z−y > 1.5, z−Y > 1.5,
MNRAS 512, 4248–4261 (2022) 
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M

Figure 1. Illustration of ho w narro w/intermediate band data in COSMOS 
assists in the identification of z � 7 Lyman-break galaxies. In COSMOS, 
deep imaging exists in three narrow/intermediate bands co v ering 0.9–1 μm 

(HSC nb921, ib945, and nb973). These data ef fecti vely act as low-resolution 
( R ∼ 40) spectra, enabling us to identify sharp flux discontinuities indicative 
of z � 7 Ly α breaks. In the top panel, we show the filter transmission curves 
(arbitrarily normalized) of the bands from Subaru/Hyper Suprime-Cam and 
VISTA/VIRCam at 0.85–2.5 μm, with the narrow/intermediate band filter 
curves coloured for clarity. In the bottom panel, we show a mock SED (again 
for illustrative purposes) of a z = 6.8 galaxy with circles showing the synthetic 
photometry. A sharp break is evident with the narrow/intermediate-band data. 
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Figure 2. Postage stamp cutouts centred at the near-IR position of COS- 
87259 in the VLA 3 and 1.4 GHz (top), Spitzer /MIPS 24 μm and Her- 
schel /SPIRE 250 μm (middle), as well as HST F 160 W (bottom) bands. In 
the top row, the VLA 2 σ , 3 σ , and 4 σ contours are shown in red o v erlaid 
on the near-IR yYJHK s χ

2 stack image. The VLA beam size is shown in the 
bottom right of each panel. In the bottom row, we show the unsmoothed 
WFC3/ F 160 W image on the left while the right image shows the result of 
smoothing using a 2D Gaussian kernel with σ = 1 pixel (0.1 arcsec per pixel). 
The red lines in the middle and bottom rows mark the near-IR centroid of 
COS-87259 measured from the yYJHK s χ

2 image. 
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b921 −Y > 1, and y −Y < 0.4. As discussed in E21a , the nb921
ropout criterion identifies systems with a break redward of 0.92 μm
 z � 6.6) while the lack of a strong dropout in y limits the position of
he Ly α break to � 0.96 μm, i.e. z � 6.9. 2 Moti v ated by sensiti vity
n IRAC, all galaxies were selected to have apparent magnitudes of
 < 25.7 or K s < 25.5, corresponding to M UV � −21.25, which is
ore than twice the characteristic UV luminosity at z ∼ 7 (Bowler

t al. 2017 ). 
The E21a selection yields a sample of 41 z � 6.6–6.9 star-forming

ystems. The galaxies are UV-bright with a mean absolute magnitude
f M UV = −21.6 (or 2.5 L 

∗
UV ; Bowler et al. 2017 ). The redshift

ange of the selection places [O III ] + H β emission in the IRAC
3.6] bandpass, leaving [4.5] free of strong nebular emission. As
 result, the de generac y between nebular emission and old stellar
opulations is diminished, improving the reliability of the stellar
ass inferences. E21a present derived stellar populations for the

ample, revealing an average stellar mass of 10 9 M � with values
xtending up to 2 × 10 10 M �. Spectroscopic follow-up of a subset
NRAS 512, 4248–4261 (2022) 

 The exact redshift interval from any broad-band Lyman-break selection is 
nherently dependent on the assumed Ly α equi v alent width (EW). Our quoted 
 � 6.9 upper limit assumes Ly α EW of 10 Å as typical for UV-luminous z 
 7 galaxies (Endsley et al. 2021b ). 

g  
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0  
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i  
f these systems have yielded multiple Ly α confirmations (Endsley
t al. 2021b ), demonstrating the efficacy of this narrow-band dropout
election. 

 MULTI WAV ELENGTH  OBSERVATI ONS  

hile investigating the physical properties of the most massive
alaxies in the E21a COSMOS sample, we noted the presence of
adio emission at the position of COS-87259 (see Fig. 2 ; RA =
9:58:58.27, Dec. = + 01:39:20.2) in the public 1.4 and 3 GHz
LA mosaics (Schinnerer et al. 2007 ; Smol ̌ci ́c et al. 2017 ). We

ubsequently found that this source appears to have detections
n data from Spitzer /MIPS, Herschel /PACS, Herschel /SPIRE, and

art/stac737_f1.eps
art/stac737_f2.eps
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Table 1. Optical through radio flux density measurements at the position 
of COS-87259. We report 2 σ upper limits in cases of non-detections. 

Band Flux [ μJy] Band Flux [ μJy] 

HSC g < 0.017 IRAC 3.6 μm 2.75 ± 0.10 
HSC r < 0.022 IRAC 4.5 μm 2.77 ± 0.12 
HSC nb718 < 0.056 IRAC 5.8 μm 4.42 ± 1.04 
HSC i < 0.027 IRAC 8.0 μm < 4.88 
ACS F814W < 0.027 MIPS 24 μm 179.7 ± 6.4 
HSC nb816 < 0.054 PACS 100 μm 5100 ± 1370 
HSC z < 0.030 PACS 160 μm 10130 ± 4260 
HSC nb921 < 0.051 SPIRE 250 μm 8830 ± 1120 
HSC ib945 < 0.062 SPIRE 350 μm 8090 ± 1600 
HSC nb973 0.20 ± 0.06 SPIRE 500 μm 11130 ± 2220 
HSC y 0.18 ± 0.04 SCUBA-2 850 μm 6300 ± 1650 
VIRCam Y 0.22 ± 0.04 VLA 3 GHz 20.0 ± 2.6 
VIRCam J 0.37 ± 0.05 VLA 1.4 GHz 96.3 ± 14.4 
WFC3 F160W 0.44 ± 0.12 MeerKAT 1.32 GHz 71.3 ± 8.5 
VIRCam H 0.56 ± 0.05 LOFAR 144 MHz 475 ± 180 
VIRCam K s 0.67 ± 0.09 – –
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CMT/SCUBA-2 (Fig. 2 ). This is the only source in the E21a sample
hat is detected in Spitzer /MIPS, Herschel , JCMT, or VLA data.
21a report properties of the source, revealing it to be among the most 
assive and oldest objects in the photometric sample, with significant 
V–optical reddening from dust. We will revisit these properties in 
ection 4 . Before doing so, we first describe existing observations 
f this galaxy, detailing the optical/near-IR (Section 3.1 ), radio 
Section 3.2 ), mid-/far-IR (Section 3.3 ), and X-ray (Section 3.4 )
ux measurements. In Section 3.5 , we detail MMT spectroscopy of
OS-87259. Table 1 summarizes the multiwavelength flux density 
easurements. 

.1 Optical to near-infrared obser v ations of COS-87259 

OS-87259 is co v ered by deep optical and near-infrared (0.3–5 μm)
bservations from Subaru/HSC, VISTA/VIRCam, and Spitzer /IRAC 

McCracken et al. 2012 ; Steinhardt et al. 2014 ; Ashby et al. 2018 ;
ihara et al. 2019 ; Inoue et al. 2020 ). We measure the optical/near-IR
ux densities using the approach of E21a where HSC and VIRCam
uxes are computed in 1.2 arcsec diameter apertures while the IRAC
.6 and 4.5 μm fluxes are computed in 2.8 arcsec diameter apertures
ue to the broader point spread function (PSF). When calculating 
he IRAC photometry, we employ a deconfusion algorithm that first 
stimates the flux profiles of neighbouring sources from the yYJHK s 
2 prior and then subtracts off those neighbouring flux profiles from 

he IRAC image (see E21a for further details). We find minimal 
onfusion for COS-87259 in the IRAC bands as neighbouring sources 
re inferred to only contribute 3–6 per cent of the flux within the
.8 arcsec diameter apertures. All optical and near-IR flux density 
easurements are aperture corrected using the curve of growth 

alculated from nearby stars ( E21a ). 
COS-87259 is undetected in all eight HSC bands blueward of 

b973 ( g , r , i , z, nb718, nb816, nb921, and ib945). The 2 σ upper
imiting flux densities in these bands range from < 0.017 μJy in g
o < 0.062 μJy in ib945 (Table 1 ). Upon stacking the images of all
ight bands we find a total S/N = 0.68 in a 1.2 arcsec diameter
perture centred on COS-87259, consistent with no flux blueward of 
9600 Å. COS-87259 is then detected in nb973 with a flux density

f 0.20 ± 0.06 μJy which matches that measured in the slightly
edder HSC y and VIRCam Y bands (0.18–0.22 μJy). As discussed
urther in Section 4 , this sharp flux discontinuity between the ib945
nd nb973 bands ( > 3 × o v er 250 Å) is consistent with expectations
f a Ly α break associated with a z � 6.8 galaxy. 
The continuum flux density is found to rise smoothly between the

 (0.22 ± 0.04 μJy) and K s bands (0.67 ± 0.09 μJy), with a best-
tting spectral slope of F ν ∝ λ1.41 across the four VIRCam bands.
xtrapolating this slope to redder wavelengths, we would expect to 
easure flux densities of 1.52 and 2.12 μJy in the IRAC 3.6 and 4.5
m bands, respectively. We instead measure significantly higher flux 
ensities of 2.75 ± 0.10 and 2.77 ± 0.12 μJy , respectively . As we will
emonstrate in Section 4 , these relatively large IRAC flux densities
re consistent with a prominent Balmer break at z � 6.8, and the
IRCam colours are consistent with a red rest-UV continuum slope. 
COS-87259 has also been observed with HST using the ACS 

 814 W (Koekemoer et al. 2007 ; Scoville et al. 2007b ; Massey
t al. 2010 ) and WFC3 F 160 W (Mowla et al. 2019 ) bands. We
strometrically correct each archi v al HST image to the Gaia frame
sing the IRAF CCMAP package. We find no detection in the F 814 W
mage at the position of COS-87259 and measure a 2 σ upper limiting
ux density of < 0.027 μJy in an 0.4 arcsec diameter aperture. This is
onsistent with the non-detections in HSC i and z which have similar
pper limits. The F 160 W image shows a detection (Fig. 2 ) with a flux
ensity of 0.44 ± 0.12 μJy (0.6 arcsec aperture), consistent within 
ncertainties with that measured in VIRCam H . The F 160 W emission
ppears slightly extended along the N–S axis with an estimated 
econvolved size of 0.41 arcsec. 
We have visually verified that all HSC, HST , VIRCam, and IRAC

ata of COS-87259 appear robust. The local background in all images 
s smooth and there is no evidence of artificial features or diffraction
pikes affecting the photometric measurements. 

.2 Radio obser v ations of COS-87529 

eep radio observations at 1.4 and 3 GHz have been conducted o v er
he COSMOS field from the VLA-COSMOS surv e y (Schinnerer 
t al. 2007 ; Smol ̌ci ́c et al. 2017 ). The 1.4 and 3 GHz mosaics have
eam sizes of FWHM = 1.5 and 0.75 arcsec, respectively, as well as
stimated absolute astrometric precisions of 0.055 and 0.01 arcsec. 
e identify significant emission near the position of COS-87259 

n both the 1.4 and 3 GHz mosaics (Fig. 2 ), where the S/N at the
eak of surface brightness profile is 4.8 and 4.5 in the respective
mages. Given the significance of these detections, we expect their 
strometric precision to be dominated by relative accuracy, which we 
stimate as (beam FWHM)/(peak S/N). This results in an astrometric 
ncertainty of 0.31 and 0.17 arcsec for the 1.4 and 3 GHz detections,
espectively. The 3 σ contours of the VLA detections overlap with 
he near-IR centroid of COS-87259 within these 1 σ uncertainties. 

e measure the near-IR centroid from the yYJHK s χ
2 stack (see 

21a ) where the HSC and VIRCam images have been calibrated to
he absolute reference frame from Gaia . There are no other sources
etected in the near-IR stack that o v erlap with the 3 σ VLA contours
ithin the 2 σ positional uncertainties (Fig. 2 ). 
We calculate the VLA flux densities using the BLOBCAT program 

Hales et al. 2012 ), finding S 1400 = 96.3 ± 14.4 μJy and S 3000 =
0.0 ± 2.6 μJy. These measurements indicate an ultra-steep ( α < 

1.3) radio power spectrum between the 1.4 and 3 GHz bands of
1400 
3000 = −2 . 06 + 0 . 27 

−0 . 25 where S ν ∝ να (Fig. 3 ). After fitting the surface
rightness profile to a 2D Gaussian, we find that the detection in the
 GHz image is resolved with an observed length of 1.28 ± 0.10
rcsec along the major axis, translating to a deconvolved size of
.04 ± 0.12 arcsec. These radio slope and size measurements indicate 
hat this is a compact ( < 20 kpc) steep-spectrum radio source (e.g.
MNRAS 512, 4248–4261 (2022) 
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Figure 3. Illustration of constraints on the spectral slopes ( S ν ∝ να) of 
the radio emission coincident with COS-87259. The MeerKAT 1.32 GHz 
(orange diamond; Heywood et al. 2022 ) and VLA 3 GHz (blue circle; 
Smol ̌ci ́c et al. 2017 ) flux densities reveal an ultra-steep spectrum ( α < −1.3) 
at high frequencies. The LOFAR 144 MHz flux density measurement (red 
square; Shimwell et al. 2022 ) indicates that the radio slope of COS-87259 
flattens significantly at lower frequencies. This flattening is supported by 
non-detections in the GMRT 325 and 610 MHz bands (green arrows; Tisani ́c 
et al. 2019 ) and is consistent with the observed properties of z > 4 radio 
galaxies (e.g. Ker et al. 2012 ; Saxena et al. 2018a , b ; Yamashita et al. 2020 ). 
As an example, we show the radio SED of GLEAM 0856 at z = 5.55 in the 
inset panel which shows an ultra-steep ( α = −1.51) radio slope at � 1.4 GHz 
yet a relatively flat slope ( α = −0.78) at � 1 GHz (Drouart et al. 2020 ). The 
open blue circle shows the VLA 1.4 GHz flux density measurement (Smol ̌ci ́c 
et al. 2017 ) which has lower S/N relative to the MeerKAT measurement. 
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3 Given the much larger beam size of the GMRT maps (4–10 arcsec), we 
assume that this low-frequency radio emission will not be resolved. We also 
note that variability is unlikely impact the differences in radio slope at low 

versus high frequencies given that compact steep-spectrum sources are among 
the least variable types of radio AGN (O’Dea 1998 ). 
4 We use our own photometric measurements for the 3.6 and 4.5 μm bands 
because we incorporate more recent and much deeper data in these lower 
wavelength IRAC filters (Section 3.1 ). 
5 ht tps://irsa.ipac.calt ech.edu/data/COSMOS/gator docs/scosmos irac col 
Descriptions.html 
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’Dea 1998 ), where this < 20 kpc upper limit holds at any redshift
etween z = 0 and 30. While the 1.4 GHz data have slightly poorer
ngular resolution, the detection in this band also appears slightly
esolved with an estimated deconvolved size of 1.18 ± 0.24 arcsec
long the same major axis as in the 3 GHz image. We note that
he 3 GHz measurement may be slightly underestimating the total
ux density given that the source is moderately resolved in this map
 θobs / θbeam 

≈ 1.7). 
Very recent data from the South African MeerKAT telescope

rovides further insight into the radio luminosity of this source. Using
he Early Science Release products from the MeerKAT International
ig ahertz Tiered Extrag alactic Explorations (MIGHTEE) surv e y

Heywood et al. 2022 ), we find that this source is detected at 1.32 GHz
ith a flux density of 71.3 ± 8.5 μJy (S/N = 8.4). Here, we are
sing the peak flux density measurement given that the radio source
s unresolved in the MIGHTEE data (beam FWHM ≈ 9 arcsec).
his higher signal-to-noise 1.32 GHz measurement from MIGHTEE

ndicates a slightly lower flux density relative to that obtained from
he VLA-COSMOS data at 1.4 GHz, resulting in a flatter (though
till ultra-steep) slope to high frequencies ( α1320 

3000 = −1 . 57 + 0 . 22 
−0 . 21 ). 

The COSMOS field has also been observed at 144 MHz as part
f the LOw-Frequency ARray (LOFAR) Two-metre Sky Survey
LoTSS; Shimwell et al. 2017 , 2019 ). We use the data from LoTSS
R2 which was processed following the methods described in
himwell et al. ( 2022 ), resulting in a beam size of FWHM ≈ 6
rcsec. The LoTSS data reveal a low significance detection (2.6 σ )
patially coincident with COS-87259. Because this LoTSS detection
NRAS 512, 4248–4261 (2022) 
s unresolved (as expected given the ≈1 arcsec source size in
he VLA maps), we adopt the peak flux density measurement of
75 ± 180 μJy where the error is estimated from the local root mean
quare. If we extrapolate our measured 1.32–3 GHz spectral slope of
1320 
3000 = −1 . 57 + 0 . 22 

−0 . 21 to the LOFAR frequency (144 MHz), we would
nfer a flux density of S 144 = 2300 + 1560 

−1000 μJy. This is nearly 5 × larger
han that measured from the LOFAR data, indicating that the radio
lope of COS-87259 flattens considerably at lower frequencies to
144 
1320 = −0 . 86 + 0 . 22 

−0 . 16 . 
Additional data at intermediate frequencies (0.3–0.6 GHz) provide

urther constraints on the shape of the radio spectra from COS-87259.
OSMOS has been observed with the GMRT at 325 and 610 MHz
here the resulting maps have median 5 σ sensitivities of 485 μJy
eam 

−1 and 192 μJy beam 

−1 , respectively (Tisani ́c et al. 2019 ). No
ource is present within 10 arcsec of COS-82759 in the published
atalogue of either GMRT band, suggesting that the radio slope
attens at an observ ed frequenc y of � 1 GHz. Assuming the 325 and
10 MHz flux densities are lower 3 than the median 5 σ sensitivities,
e calculate the following limits: α325 

1320 > −1 . 37 and α610 
1320 > −1 . 30

Fig. 3 ). Both of these limits are consistent with the low-frequency
lope measurement described abo v e ( α144 

1320 = −0 . 86 + 0 . 22 
−0 . 16 ). As we

iscuss in Section 4 , these observed radio properties are consistent
ith expectations of high-redshift ( z > 4) radio galaxies. 

.3 Mid-IR, far-IR, and sub-mm obser v ations of COS-87259 

he COSMOS field has been observed in the mid-IR Spitzer /IRAC
.8 and 8.0 μm bands from the S-COSMOS surv e y (Sanders et al.
007 ). We take the 5.8 and 8.0 μm photometry of COS-87259
rom the S-COSMOS catalogue 4 using the 2.9 arcsec diameter
perture values and applying the reported 5 aperture corrections. The
-COSMOS catalogue position is separated by only 0.08 arcsec
rom the near-IR position of COS-82759. A low-significance (4.3 σ )
etection is reported in the 5.8 μm band with a flux density of
.42 ± 1.04 μJy. COS-87259 is reported to be undetected ( < 2 σ ) in
he 8.0 μm band with a 2 σ upper limiting flux of < 4.88 μJy. 

Additional deep mid + far-IR observations have been con-
ucted o v er the COSMOS field with the Spitzer /MIPS 24 μm,
erschel /PACS 100 and 160 μm, and Herschel /SPIRE 250, 350,

nd 500 μm bands (Le Floc’h et al. 2009 ; Lutz et al. 2011 ; Oliver
t al. 2012 ). We cross-reference the near-IR position of COS-87259
ith the Herschel Extragalactic Legacy Project (HELP) catalogue

ontaining confusion-corrected flux density measurements in each
id + far-IR band (Hurley et al. 2017 ; Shirley et al. 2019 , 2021 ).
 source is listed in the HELP catalogue 0.12 arcsec away from

he near-IR centroid of COS-87259 (both the catalogue and near-IR
mages are calibrated to the Gaia frame). This source has reported
5 σ detections in the MIPS 24 μm band (0.18 mJy) as well as the
PIRE 250, 350, and 500 μm bands (8.1–11.1 mJy). We visually

dentify detections in the 24 and 250 μm mosaics (Fig. 2 ) which are
ess confused than the 350 and 500 μm images. The HELP catalogue

art/stac737_f3.eps
https://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/data/COSMOS/gator_docs/scosmos_irac_colDescriptions.html
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lso reports lower significance (2.4–3.7 σ ) detections in the PACS 

00 and 160 μm bands (5.1–10.1 mJy). 
We additionally investigated the JCMT/SCUBA-2 850 μm cata- 

ogue from the SCUBA-2 COSMOS surv e y (S2COSMOS; Simpson 
t al. 2019 ). A 3.8 σ detection is reported 1.1 arcsec away from
he near-IR centroid of COS-87259. This offset is consistent with 
he 1 σ positional accuracy of 3.9 arcsec, calculated from the average 
2COSMOS beam size (FWHM = 14.9 arcsec; Simpson et al. 2019 )
nd the detection significance quoted abo v e. The 850 μm flux density
n the S2COSMOS catalogue 6 is reported as 6.3 ± 1.65 mJy. 

.4 X-ray obser v ations of COS-87259 

he Chandra COSMOS Legacy Survey (Ci v ano et al. 2016 ) has
rovided deep ( ≈160 ks) X-ray imaging over the central 1.5 deg 2 

ontaining COS-87259. We checked both the Chandra COSMOS 

e gac y Surv e y catalogue and the Chandra Source Catalog (v2.0;
vans et al. 2019 ), finding no source within 1 arcmin of COS-87259.
s an upper limit on the X-ray flux, we adopt the ‘flux sens true b’
alue from the Chandra Source Catalog (1.8 × 10 −15 erg s −1 cm 

−2 )
hich is the estimated energy flux required for a point source to be
etected and classified as ‘TRUE’ in the 0.5–7.0 keV band at the
osition of COS-87259. We discuss how this X-ray upper limit is
onsistent with a z � 7 AGN solution for COS-87259 in Section 4.2 .

.5 MMT spectroscopy of COS-87259 

ith the goal of constraining possible Ly α emission from COS- 
7259, we have also followed up this source with the MMT/Binospec
pectrograph (Fabricant et al. 2019 ). Our observations were con- 
ucted in long-slit mode utilizing a slit width of 1.0 arcsec and the 600
/mm grating, resulting in a resolving power of R ∼ 4400. We adopted
 central wavelength of 8750 Å proving spectral coverage betweeen 
490 and 10010 Å which translates to a Ly α ( λrest = 1215.67 Å)
edshift range of z Ly α = 5.16–7.23. During the observations, the 
ongslit was oriented to also contain a star which we use for seeing
easurements and flux calibration. 
COS-87259 was observed on 2021 April 30 and May 4 under 
ostly clear conditions but with variable seeing. To minimize the 

ontribution of exposures with poor seeing, we restrict our analysis 
o the 3 h of data (12 15-min exposures) with seeing < 1.3 arcsec. Our
ata reduction method largely follows that described in Endsley et al. 
 2021b ) which we briefly describe here. We reduce each individual
xposure using the Binospec data reduction pipeline (Kansky et al. 
019 ) and subsequently co-add the data by applying the weighting 
cheme of Kriek et al. ( 2015 ). This weighting approach accounts for
ifferences in seeing and sky transmission between exposures using 
he amplitude of the 1D flux profile of the slit star as the relative
eight of each exposure. Absolute flux calibration is then performed 
y determining the factor necessary to match the flux of the star to
ts PSF z-band magnitude taken from the Pan-STARRS catalogue 
Chambers et al. 2016 ). We use optimal extraction (Horne 1986 ) to
btain the 1D spectra of both the star and COS-87259 where the
eeing from the 3 h of co-added data is 1.03 arcsec. 
 We adopt the total instrumental plus confusion noise reported in the 
2COSMOS catalogue. Ho we ver, we use the S2COSMOS flux density 
easurement that has not been corrected for flux boosting. This is to maintain 

onsistency with the Herschel flux densities reported in the HELP catalogue 
hich, to the best of our knowledge, have not been corrected for flux boosting 

nd are reported to a similar significance as the SCUBA-2 detection. 

C
g
c  

S
i  

v
o  
No emission feature is detected from COS-87259 in our Binospec 
pectra. To place an upper limit on the Ly α flux, we assume an
xtraction width equi v alent to 220 km s −1 (the typical Ly α FWHM
f z � 7 galaxies; e.g. Pentericci et al. 2018 ; Endsley et al. 2021b ).
he resulting 5 σ Ly α flux limit in skyline-free regions of the
pectrum is < 5.3 × 10 −18 erg s −1 cm 

−2 . Adopting the VIRCam Y -
and measurement as the continuum flux, this translates to a rest-
rame EW upper limit of < 12.5 Å in clear regions of the spectrum.
s discussed in Section 4 , this Ly α EW upper limit is consistent with
 z � 7 solution given the typical Ly α EWs found for UV-bright z
 7 galaxies and the extremely dusty nature of this source. 
We have also conducted near-IR spectroscopy with MMT/MMIRS 

McLeod et al. 2012 ) to help assess the plausibility of low-redshift
alaxy solutions where H α emission may dominate the measured J -
and photometry (see Section 4.1 ). We used MMIRSMASK to design a
lit mask containing COS-87259 along with several photometrically 
elected z ∼ 1.5 extreme emission line galaxies (following Tang et al.
019 ) with a slit length of 10 arcsec for each object. Observations
ere conducted using the zJ filter plus the J grism resulting in a

esolving power of R = 960 with the adopted 1.0 arcsec slit width,
s well as a wavelength coverage of 0.95–1.43 μm for COS-87259.
e obtained 1.33 h (16 × 300 s) of exposure time under clear

onditions with an average 0.76 arcsec seeing on 2021 December 
7. Because conditions were stable throughout the observations, we 
se the non-weighted stack of the spectra automatically produced 
sing the MMIRS reduction pipeline (Chilingarian et al. 2015 ) 
rovided by the SAO Telescope Data Center. We perform optimal 
D extraction (Horne 1986 ) and use UltraVISTA J -band photometric
easurements of nearby slit stars for the absolute flux calibration. 
We do not identify any emission feature from COS-87259 in 

ur MMIRS data. Notably, the observations did yield several line 
etections for photometrically selected z ∼ 1.5 extreme emission line 
alaxies (Tang et al., in preparation). In skyline-free regions of the
pectrum, the 5 σ limiting flux is 8.0 × 10 −18 erg s −1 cm 

−2 adopting
n extraction width of 200 km s −1 . As discussed in Section 4.1 , the
ombination of non-detections in both our Binospec and MMIRS 

ata suggest that COS-87259 is unlikely to be a dusty, low-redshift
xtreme emission line galaxy. 

 T H E  PHYSI CAL  PROPERTIES  O F  C O S - 8 7 5 2 9  

n this section, we discuss the possible origin of the optical through
adio emission seen from COS-87259. We first use the new HSC
b945 and nb973 data to revisit the optical/near-IR photometric 
edshift of this system and discuss whether the observed mid-IR, 
ar-IR, and radio emission may be originating from a low-redshift 
ource (Section 4.1 ). We then explore whether the full X-ray through
adio data for COS-87259 can be self-consistently explained by a z �
 solution (Section 4.2 ). Finally, we investigate whether COS-87259 
ay trace a galaxy o v erdensity at z � 7, as is common for radio

alaxies at lower redshifts (Section 4.3 ). 

.1 Photometric redshift of COS-87529 and possibility of 
o w-redshift inter pretation 

OS-87259 was originally selected as a z � 6.6–6.9 Lyman-break 
alaxy candidate utilizing photometric measurements in four filters 
o v ering 0.9–1 μm (HSC z, nb921, y , and VIRCam Y ; see Section 2 ).
ince the original identification of this source, additional deep HSC 

b945 and nb973 imaging has become available o v er COSMOS, pro-
iding further information on the strength and wavelength position 
f the spectral break in this source. Here, we revisit the photometric
MNRAS 512, 4248–4261 (2022) 
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Figure 4. Results from fitting the optical and near-IR (0.3–5 μm) photometry 
of COS-87259 with BEAGLE (Che v allard & Charlot 2016 ). Broad-band 
measurements are shown with blue diamonds while the narrow/intermediate- 
band data from HSC are shown in red. The best-fitting model SED is shown 
with the black curve. The redshift of this source is highly fa v oured at z 
> 6 ( > 99.99 per cent confidence; see inset panel) due to the sharp flux 
discontinuity between the HSC ib945 and nb973 bands. Because the Lyman 
alpha break is expected to lie in the small wavelength range between these two 
bands ( �λ = 250 Å), the redshift is precisely constrained to z = 6.83 ± 0.06. 
We compare the fits of forced low-redshift solutions in Fig. 5 . 
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edshift of COS-87259 using this ne w narro w/intermediate-band data
nd discuss the possibility of a low-redshift solution. 

We quantify the photometric redshift of COS-87259 by fitting
ts optical/near-IR (0.3–5 μm) photometry with the BayEsian Anal-
sis of GaLaxy sEds ( BEAGLE ; Che v allard & Charlot 2016 ) SED
tting code. BEAGLE adopts the Gutkin, Charlot & Bruzual ( 2016 )
hotoionization models of star-forming galaxies and calculates the
osterior probability distribution of galaxy properties by employing
he Bayesian MULTINEST algorithm (Feroz & Hobson 2008 ; Feroz,
obson & Bridges 2009 ). Our fitting procedure with BEAGLE is

dentical to that described in E21a , with the exception that we now
nclude the HSC ib945 and nb973 flux density measurements. Briefly,
e allow the photometric redshift to vary between 0 < z < 10 where

bsorption from intergalactic H I is applied using the empirical model
f Inoue et al. ( 2014 ). We adopt a Chabrier ( 2003 ) IMF and model
ust attenuation using the SMC extinction curve of Pei ( 1992 ). We
av e v erified that our conclusions do not change significantly if
e instead adopt the Calzetti et al. ( 2000 ) dust law. The minimum

llowed age of the stellar population is 1 Myr where we assume a
elayed star formation history (SFR ∝ t e −t/τ ) and allow for a recent
 < 10 Myr) burst of star formation with specific star formation rate
etween 0.1 and 1000 Gyr −1 . We refer the interested reader to E21a
or further details of our SED fitting procedure. 

With BEAGLE , we find that the combined optical/near-IR data are
ell described by a galaxy at z = 6.83 ± 0.06 (Fig. 4 ). At this

edshift, the factor of > 3 increase in flux density between the HSC
b945 and nb973 bands ( �λ = 250 Å) is expected from a Lyman
lpha break caused by the IGM (e.g. Madau 1995 ; Inoue et al. 2014 ).
he observed red VIRCam colours yield a measured rest-UV slope
f β = −0.59 (if at z � 6.8), suggesting strong dust attenuation with
2 mag of extinction at rest-frame 1500 Å. In the best-fitting BEAGLE
NRAS 512, 4248–4261 (2022) 
odel (Fig. 4 ), the flux excess in the IRAC bands is explained by the
resence of a relatively old ( ∼300 Myr) stellar population producing
 strong Balmer break. Ho we ver, there are comparably well-fit z �
.8 models where the rest-optical emission is dominated by light
rom a young ( � 10 Myr) stellar population that is more heavily
bscured by dust. We come back to discuss the nature of COS-87259
assuming a z � 6.8 solution) in Section 4.2 after incorporating
he longer wavelength (mid-IR, far-IR, and radio) data which better
nchor the dust-obscured star formation rate and stellar mass of this
ystem. 

It is important to additionally explore whether the data can be
dequately explained by a low-redshift ( z < 4) solution. We first
nvestigate whether the optical/near-IR data are consistent with
mission from a single low-redshift galaxy by re-running BEAGLE

orcing the redshift to z < 4. Here, we allow for a larger variety of
ust extinction prescriptions: SMC (Pei 1992 ), Calzetti et al. ( 2000 ),
harlot & Fall ( 2000 ), and Che v allard et al. ( 2013 ). Two of the most

ikely low-redshift galaxy contaminants of Lyman-break selections
re dusty, young galaxies with strong emission lines and galaxies with
ld stellar populations which produce a prominent Balmer break.
either of these low-redshift solutions are able to reproduce the
bserved optical/near-IR photometry in the context of the BEAGLE

odels (Fig. 5 ). The best-fitting models of both low-redshift solutions
ield multiple 2 σ–5 σ deviations from the photometric measurements
esulting in much larger χ2 values (39.2–63.1) relative to the best-
tting z � 6.8 solution ( χ2 = 4.2; Fig. 5 ). The high-redshift case is
learly preferred with BEAGLE . 

We also investigate how well a low-redshift ( z < 4) solution
an self-consistently explain the optical through sub-mm data at the
osition of COS-87259. To do so, we fit this full suite of photometry
sing X-CIGALE (Boquien et al. 2019 ; Yang et al. 2020a ) which
irectly links the rest-UV/optical dust attenuation to the IR emission
ia energy balance. While BEAGLE finely samples the (optical/near-
R) photometric redshift prior with a Monte Carlo Markov Chain
lgorithm, it does not yet implement energy balance when computing
he rest-frame IR emission. We run X-CIGALE at two separate fixed
edshifts set to the best-fitting values from BEAGLE : z = 0.967 for
he dusty, strong emission line solution and z = 1.52 for the old
tellar population solution which yields a prominent Balmer break at
9600 Å. For each fit, we adopt the Bruzual & Charlot ( 2003 ) stellar

opulation synthesis models with a Chabrier ( 2003 ) IMF, a delayed
tar formation history with an allowed recent (1–10 Myr) constant
tar formation rate burst, and a Calzetti et al. ( 2000 ) attenuation law.
e apply the dust emission models of Draine et al. ( 2014 ) where

he dust is assumed to be illuminated by both a dif fuse, lo w-intensity
omponent and a power-law intensity component from star-forming
egions. Finally, we allow for AGN emission using the SKIRTOR

odels (Stalevski et al. 2012 , 2016 ) where the dusty torus is treated as
 clump y tw o-phase medium. The orientation, extent, density profile,
nd optical depth of the dusty torus are left as free parameters along
ith the relative luminosity of the AGN as well as the reddening
ue to polar dust. We do not incorporate the X-ray or radio data
nto the X-CIGALE fits as the input X-ray flux must be corrected for
bsorption apriori and the radio module in X-CIGALE does not allow
or a possible contribution from AGN synchrotron emission. 

The galaxy + AGN emission models of X-CIGALE are unable to
atch the optical through sub-mm data of COS-87259 (best-fitting

educed χ2 > 5). As expected from the BEAGLE results, neither
 z � 1 dusty, strong emission line solution nor a z � 1.5 old
tellar population solution can reproduce the sharp flux discontinuity
etween ib945 and nb973. But moreo v er the X-CIGALE models
emonstrate that the far-IR and sub-mm data of COS-87259 also
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Figure 5. Comparison of (a) the z � 6.8 best-fitting solution from BEAGLE versus that of (b) a low-redshift star-forming galaxy, and (c) a low-redshift galaxy 
with an old stellar population yielding a prominent Balmer break. In the top panels, the observed data are shown with coloured markers similar to Fig. 4 while the 
synthetic photometry from the models are shown with open circles. Only a z � 6.8 galaxy model is able to well reproduce the sharp flux discontinuity between 
the ib945 and nb973 bands as well as the observed near-IR data. In the lower panels, we show how well the synthetic photometry from each best-fitting model 
matches the observed data. Both low-redshift models yield multiple 2 σ–5 σ offsets. The lack of emission line detections in our MMT/Binospec spectrum adds 
independent evidence that the low-redshift star-forming galaxy solution is unlikely (see te xt). F or clarity, we only show a subset of the available optical/near-IR 

bands but the reported χ2 values incorporate all HSC, VISTA, and IRAC data. 
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isfa v our z � 1–1.5 solutions. While COS-87529 displays a fairly flat
pectral shape (in F ν) between 100 and 850 μm (see Table 1 ), the best-
tting z � 1–1.5 models from X-CIGALE predict that the flux density
eclines considerably at � 300–400 μm, yielding ≥2.5 σ offsets from 

he measured 500 and 850 μm photometry. This behaviour in the X-
IGALE models is consistent with the expectation of a T � 20 K
tarburst dust temperature at z � 1–1.5 (e.g. Schreiber et al. 2018 ),
uch that the Rayleigh–Jeans tail would appear at � 300–400 μm 

bserved frame. 
Our MMT spectra (Section 3.5 ) allow us to further assess the

lausibility of the z � 1 dusty strong emission line galaxy solution,
hich is the most preferred z < 4 scenario with both BEAGLE and
-CIGALE . In this solution, the observed sharp break between ib945 
nd nb973 is modelled by strong H β, [O III ] λ4959,5007, and H α

mission boosting the nb973, y , Y , and J photometry abo v e the
ontinuum. We estimate the likelihood of not detecting any of these 
ines in our Binospec and MMIRS observations. Mock emission 
ines are inserted into our 1D spectra where the wavelength positions
nd strengths of these mock lines are taken from the photometric 
edshift and line flux probability distributions output by BEAGLE . 
he S/N of each mock emission line is calculated using the 1D noise
pectrum (which accounts for skylines) and by inte grating o v er the
WHM of the mock line which we assume ranges between 50 and
00 km s −1 . We find it likely ( > 98 per cent) that at least one of
he four emission lines would have been detected at > 5 σ in our
inospec or MMIRS spectra assuming this low-redshift star-forming 
alaxy solution, which we again emphasize poorly reproduces the 
bserved photometry. Ho we ver, gi ven the implied extremely high 
ptical depth of these low-redshift solutions, we acknowledge that 
he dust attenuation may not follow simple wavelength-dependent 
creen models (e.g. Chary et al. 2007 ) as we have assumed in our
EAGLE fits. 
Another potential low-redshift solution to the sharp flux disconti- 

uity of COS-87259 is the so-called 3000 Å break seen in a small
ubset of low-redshift AGN (Meusinger et al. 2016 ). These sharp
 r  
reaks at ≈3000 Å rest frame are caused by very broad o v erlapping
bsorption lines in AGN spectra from low-ionization species of 
agnesium and iron. AGN showing these breaks belong to the 
eLoBAL (iron low-ionization broad absorption line) population, 
hich represent a rare ( ≈2 per cent) class of luminous quasars (Dai,
hankar & Si v akof f 2012 ). Using the FeLoBAL spectral library from
eusinger et al. ( 2016 ), we have determined that absorption troughs

rom such a source could plausibly reproduce the factor of > 3 flux
iscontinuity between ib945 and nb973 seen from COS-87259 if at 
 ≈ 2.4. Ho we ver, it is not necessarily clear that a z ≈ 2.4 FeLoBAL
ould go undetected in all nine HSC and ACS bands blueward
f nb973. Such a scenario would seem to require a combination
f contiguous o v erlapping absorption troughs and e xtremely strong
eddening blueward of the break. This FeLoBAL interpretation also 
annot easily explain the extended morphology of the HST F 160 W
etection (Fig. 2 ) as it would suggest that the observed near-IR flux
s dominated by a point source. 

The final possibility we consider is that COS-87259 is a z �
 galaxy being gravitationally lensed by a foreground extremely 
usty starburst galaxy. It is concei v able that such a low-redshift
ource would go undetected in the optical HSC data (where the
ropout is seen) b ut contrib ute significantly to the VIRCam and IRAC
etections and dominate the mid-IR, far-IR, and radio measurements. 
urrently there is no evidence of lensing in HST images (Fig. 2 ), but
igher resolution data at redder wavelengths are needed to test the
ensing morphology. Clearly the chance alignment of a massive, 
usty star-forming galaxy at low redshift with a galaxy at z � 6.8
both of which are very rare) is unlikely in the COSMOS area.
evertheless a spectroscopic redshift will ultimately be required to 

stablish the true nature of COS-87259 beyond any doubt. 
While we did not detect Ly α from COS-87259 with Binospec, 

hese observations remain consistent with an unlensed z � 6.8 
olution. With our current Binospec data, we can only place a 5 σ
y α EW upper limit of < 12.5 Å in the cleanest (i.e. skyline-free)
egions of the spectrum. This best-case upper limit is larger than
MNRAS 512, 4248–4261 (2022) 
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Figure 6. Results from fitting the near-IR, mid-IR, and far-IR photometry 
of COS-87259 with X-CIGALE (Boquien et al. 2019 ; Yang et al. 2020a ). 
We find that these data (blue diamonds) can be self-consistently modelled 
at z = 6.83 (the photo-z from BEAGLE ; see Fig. 4 ) by a massive galaxy 
with hyperluminous infrared emission powered by both an intense, highly 
obscured starburst as well as an obscured AGN. We show the best-fitting 
SED in black (reduced χ2 = 0.45). The IR continuum SEDs of both the 
obscured AGN (dashed red) and the obscured starburst (dot–dashed orange) 
from this best-fitting model are also shown. For comparison, we also plot the 
median SED of hot dust-obscured galaxies (hot DOGs) from Fan et al. ( 2016 ) 
that has been redshifted to z = 6.83 and normalized to the SPIRE 250 μm 

measurement. The grey shaded region shows a ±0.3 dex scatter about this 
median SED (the approximate dispersion in observed hot DOG SEDs; Tsai 
et al. 2015 ; Fan et al. 2016 ). 
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he typical EW of UV-bright z � 7 Lyman-break galaxies (11 Å;
ndsley et al. 2021b ). Furthermore, the extremely red rest-UV slope
f COS-87259 ( β = −0.59) suggests a large dust content, which
ould efficiently destroy Ly α photons that resonantly scatter within

he ISM of the galaxy. Given the high SFR we infer for COS-87259
Section 4.2 ), ALMA measurements of far-IR cooling lines (e.g.
C II ], CO) are likely to provide a much more tractable means of
onfirming the redshift of this source. 

.2 Physical interpretation of the multiwavelength SED: 
mplications of the z � 6.8 redshift solution of COS-87259 

e now investigate whether the full multiwavelength (X-ray through
adio) data at the position of COS-87259 can be self-consistently
xplained by a high-redshift ( z � 6.8) solution. We fit the photometry
f COS-87259 using X-CIGALE following the same procedure as
escribed in Section 4.1 except that here we fix the redshift to z =
.83 (the photometric redshift from BEAGLE ). Because the redshift is
xed, we do not include the HSC and ACS flux density measurements
s these bands are impacted by IGM absorption. We also do not
nclude the radio photometry as X-CIGALE assumes this emission
rises from star formation using local far-IR to radio correlations
we discuss the likely origin of the radio emission below). 

The near-, mid-, and far-IR emission of COS-87259 can be self-
onsistently modelled with X-CIGALE at z = 6.83 (Fig. 6 ). The
xtremely red rest-UV slope and sub-mm flux density measurements
NRAS 512, 4248–4261 (2022) 
re simultaneously reproduced by a highly obscured starburst with an
FR of 1800 ± 290 M � yr −1 o v er the past 10 Myr. Such a large SFR

s similar to that inferred for spectroscopically confirmed sub-mm
alaxies at z > 6 (400–3400 M � yr −1 ; Riechers et al. 2013 ; Marrone
t al. 2018 ; Zavala et al. 2018 ). The total stellar mass inferred by
he X-CIGALE fit is log (M ∗/M �) = 10.76 + 0 . 15 

−0 . 24 , consistent with that
nferred from fitting the optical and near-IR photometry with BEAGLE

log (M ∗/M �) = 10.66 + 0 . 28 
−1 . 52 ). 

The X-CIGALE fit also demonstrates that the MIPS and PACS
easurements can be explained by hot ( T ∼ 300 K) dust emission

rom a torus surrounding an AGN. Due to the steep mid-IR slope
etween the MIPS and PACS bands, the AGN is inferred to be
ighly obscured with an optical depth at rest-frame 9.7 μm of

9 . 7 μm = 7 . 7 ± 2 . 5 and an edge-on viewing angle to the torus of i =
8 ± 17 deg (where i = 90 deg is defined as a sightline through
he torus equator). In the best-fitting X-CIGALE model (reduced χ2 

 0.45), the AGN is inferred to contribute 75 per cent of the total
R luminosity (log (L IR /L �) = 13.64 integrated from 8–1000 μm
est frame) with dust emission from star formation contributing the
emaining 25 per cent. The rest-frame 6 μm luminosity of COS-
7259 is also inferred to be L 6 μm 

= 10 46.9 erg s −1 from the best-fitting
odel, suggesting that this source possesses one of the most mid-

nfrared luminous AGN known if at z � 6.8 (Stern 2015 ; Martocchia
t al. 2017 ). 

While X-CIGALE allows one to fit SEDs with a large degree of
exibility in parameter space, it is also worth verifying whether the
id + far-IR SED of COS-87259 can be reasonably well fit by a

ombination of empirical AGN and starburst templates assuming
 = 6.83. To this end, we adopt the warm dust-deficient AGN SED
rom Lyu, Rieke & Shi ( 2017 ) along with the starburst SED of Haro
1 from Lyu, Rieke & Alberts ( 2016 ), the latter of which has been
hown to reproduce the far-IR data of multiple massive 5 < z <

 galaxies (De Rossi et al. 2018 ). Using a custom SED fitting code
Lyu et al., in preparation), we find that the MIPS, PACS, SPIRE, and
CUBA-2 data of COS-87259 can be reasonably well reproduced by
 combination of these two empirical templates with a reduced χ2 

f 1.4. The inferred properties of COS-87259 (e.g. total infrared
uminosity, star formation rate, AGN optical depth) from this fitting
pproach agree within � 0.3 dex with that output by X-CIGALE . 

The hyperluminous infrared emission (log (L IR /L �) > 13) and steep
id-IR slope of COS-87259 suggests that this source may be a

igher redshift analogue of z ∼ 1–4.5 hot dust-obscured galaxies
hot DOGs) disco v ered from WISE data (e.g. Eisenhardt et al. 2012 ;

u et al. 2012 ; Tsai et al. 2015 ). Similar to COS-87259, these
ower redshift hot DOGs are found to possess very large stellar mass
log (M ∗/M �) ∼11–12), heavily obscured AGN, and often recent
ntense starbursts (SFR ∼ 200–3000 M � yr −1 ; Assef et al. 2015 ;
 ́ıaz-Santos et al. 2021 ). The SED shape of COS-87259 at rest-

rame ≈3–100 μm is also consistent with that of known hot DOGs
Fig. 6 ), further supporting this comparison. 

The X-ray non-detection at the position of COS-87259 is consis-
ent with this highly obscured AGN interpretation. Lower redshift
ot DOGs have been found to exhibit relatively weak intrinsic
i.e. absorption-corrected) X-ray flux at a fixed mid-IR luminosity
ompared to type 1 AGN (Ricci et al. 2017 ; Vito et al. 2018b ).
ssuming a standard AGN power-law photon index of � = 1.8, the
handra non-detection of COS-87259 implies an upper limiting X-

ay luminosity of L X < 10 44.8 erg s −1 in the rest-frame 10–40 keV
ange. This is similar to upper limiting X-ray luminosities of lower
edshift hot DOGs with comparable mid-IR luminosities as COS-
7259 (L 6 μm 

≈ 10 47 erg s −1 ; Stern et al. 2014 ). Here, we are focusing
ur attention on the hard 10–40 keV X-ray regime for two reasons.
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he first is that the Chandra data closely probes this rest-frame
nergy range (assuming z � 6.8) and the second is that such hard
-rays are less impacted by Compton-thick absorption associated 
ith large hydrogen column densities ( N H � 10 24 cm 

−2 ). The high
ptical depth inferred from X-CIGALE ( τ9 . 7 μm = 7 . 7 ± 2 . 5) suggests
hat the AGN within COS-87259 is likely Compton-thick (Shi et al. 
006 ) which would yield � 0.25 dex absorption in the rest-frame
0–40 keV luminosity (Stern et al. 2014 ; Lansbury et al. 2015 ). 
The radio properties of COS-87259 further support the presence 

f an AGN in this system (if at z � 6.8). The observed 1.32 GHz
ux density is approximately 45 × higher than that expected for 
ynchrotron emission from star formation (Mancuso et al. 2015 ) 
ssuming SFR ≈ 1800 M � yr −1 (as inferred from X-CIGALE ), 
uggesting a dominant contribution of non-thermal emission from an 
GN. It is also worth noting that the VLA and MeerKAT flux density
easurements may be underestimating the true radio luminosity from 

OS-87259. At z � 6.8, inverse Compton scattering is expected to 
ttenuate high-frequency synchrotron emission due to the hot cosmic 
icrowave background (e.g. Krolik & Chen 1991 ). The impact of

his effect is perhaps evidenced by the ultra-steep slope measured 
or COS-87259 between the 1.4 and 3 GHz bands ( α = −2 . 06 + 0 . 27 

−0 . 25 ),
hich is much steeper than that of typical sources in the VLA-
OSMOS surv e y ( α = −0.7; Smol ̌ci ́c et al. 2017 ; see also An et al.
021 ). Accounting for this inverse Compton scattering effect would 
nly decrease the likelihood that the radio emission of COS-87259 
s due to star formation. Moreo v er, if the starburst in COS-87259
s very young ( � 5 Myr), there may be a significant fraction of
ecently formed high-mass ( > 8 M �) stars that have yet to produce
upernov ae, lo wering the expected synchrotron emission from star 
ormation activity in this system (e.g. Mancuso et al. 2015 ). We
ave assumed that the VLA and MeerKAT detections are dominated 
y synchrotron emission given that the ultra-steep slope measured 
t ≥1.3 GHz ( −2.1 � α � −1.6) is inconsistent with that expected
rom thermal free–free emission at these high frequencies ( α ∼ −0.1; 
.g. Rubin 1968 ). 

To further assess the plausibility that COS-87259 may host a radio 
GN at z � 6.8, we compare the radio properties of COS-87259
ith those of known high-redshift ( z = 4 − 6) radio galaxies.
he observ ed e xtent of the VLA 3 GHz detection (1.04 arcsec;
ection 3.2 ) translates to a projected physical size of 5.5 kpc
ssuming z = 6.83, consistent with measurements from the two 
pectroscopically confirmed z = 5–6 radio galaxies with high- 
esolution imaging (3.5–7.4 kpc; van Breugel et al. 1999 ; Saxena 
t al. 2018b ). The radio emission coincident with COS-87259 also 
hows a spectral steepening towards higher frequencies (Fig. 3 ), 
onsistent with the behaviour of many spectroscopically confirmed 
 > 4 radio galaxies (e.g. Ker et al. 2012 ; Saxena et al. 2018a , b ;
amashita et al. 2020 ). F or e xample, GLEAM 0856 at z = 5.55
xhibits an ultra-steep ( α = −1.51) radio slope at � 1.4 GHz yet
 relatively flat slope ( α = −0.78) at � 1 GHz (Fig. 3 ; Drouart
t al. 2020 ). While the observed 1.4 GHz flux density of COS-
7259 is ≈1000 × fainter than that of most currently known z >
 radio galaxies (Saxena et al. 2018a , b , 2019 ; Drouart et al. 2020 ;
amashita et al. 2020 ), this can be explained by the fact that z >
 radio galaxies are often identified from all-sky surveys that probe 
uch higher radio luminosities relative to the extremely deep VLA- 
OSMOS data. There are many radio galaxies at lower redshifts 
 z < 4) with rest-frame 1.4 GHz luminosities comparable to that
f COS-87259 (log[L 1.4 GHz /(W Hz −1 )] = 25.4 ± 0.2; e.g. Best &
eckman 2012 ; Simpson et al. 2012 ; Rigby et al. 2015 ). Here, we
ave adopted the low-frequency radio slope of α = −0 . 86 + 0 . 22 

−0 . 16 at
bserved frequencies lower than 1.32 GHz to compute L 1.4 GHz for 
OS-87259 (see Fig. 3 ). Finally, we note that the high stellar mass
f COS-87259 (log (M ∗/M �) = 10.8) is consistent with the massive
log (M ∗/M �) ∼ 11.0–11.5) nature of known radio galaxies at z 
 5 (e.g. Saxena et al. 2019 ), where the stellar mass is found to

orrelate weakly with radio luminosity at L 1.4 GHz � 10 24 W Hz −1 

e.g. Seymour et al. 2007 ; Best & Heckman 2012 ). 
The rest-frame 1.4 GHz luminosity of COS-87259 (L 1.4 GHz ≈

0 25.4 W Hz −1 ) suggests that this source falls under the class of radio-
oud AGN (L 1.4 GHz > 10 25 W Hz −1 ; e.g. Fanaroff & Riley 1974 ).
nother approach to classifying the radio loudness of high-redshift 
GN is to compare their radio flux density to that in the rest-UV,
here a source is considered radio loud if R 2500 ≡ F 5 GHz /F 2500 ̊A >

0 (e.g. Kellermann et al. 1989 ). For COS-87259, we calculate R 2500 

180 where we use a power-law fit to the VIRCam data to derive
 2500 ̊A = 0.65 μJy and estimate F 5 GHz ≈ 115 μJy assuming α ≈
0.86 at observed frequencies lower than 1.32 GHz, consistent with 

he MeerKAT, LOFAR, and GMRT data (see Fig. 3 ). This R 2500 ≈
80 value also suggests that the AGN within COS-87259 is radio
oud. 

To place COS-87259 into context of known type 1 AGN at z ∼ 7
i.e. quasars), we estimate the extinction-corrected UV magnitude of 
ts AGN. From the X-CIGALE fit, the intrinsic bolometric luminosity of 
he AGN accretion disc is inferred to be log(L AGN /L �) = 13.6 ± 0.1.

e convert this into a UV luminosity (at rest-frame 1450 Å) using
he relation from Runnoe, Brotherton & Shang ( 2012 ), finding that
OS-87259 would appear as an extremely UV-luminous quasar with 
 UV ≈ −27 if unobscured (c.f. the observed M UV = −21 . 7). Such
V-luminous z ∼ 7 quasars are often found to be powered by
MBHs with M BH � 10 9 M � (e.g. Mortlock et al. 2011 ; Ba ̃ nados
t al. 2018 ; Yang et al. 2020b ; Wang et al. 2021 ). The very large
nferred bolometric AGN luminosity of COS-87259 also suggests 
hat a 1.2 × 10 9 M � black hole is present within this system (if at z
 6.8) assuming Eddington-limited accretion (i.e. λE = 1). While this 

stimated black hole mass is substantially higher than what would be
nferred using the local M BH –M ∗ relation ( M BH ∼ 10 8 M �; H ̈aring &
ix 2004 ), we note that many high-redshift quasars have been found

o harbour black holes much more massive than that expected from
heir host galaxy mass (e.g. Trakhtenbrot et al. 2015 ; Venemans
t al. 2016 ; Pensabene et al. 2020 ). Lower redshift hot DOGs also
xhibit enhanced AGN luminosities relative to that expected from 

heir stellar masses (Assef et al. 2015 ; Tsai et al. 2015 ), suggesting
hat these highly obscured AGN are either accreting significantly 
bo v e the Eddington limit (see also Ferris et al. 2021 ) and/or lie
bo v e the local M BH –M ∗ relation. 

Having now placed COS-87259 into context of the UV-luminous 
 ∼ 7 quasar population, we can begin to assess the likelihood
f identifying this source within the 1.5 deg 2 COSMOS field. The
olume probed by COSMOS between z = 6.6–6.9 (the approximate 
edshift selection interval of E21a ; see Section 2 ) is 0.0036 comoving
pc 3 while extremely UV-luminous M UV < −27) quasars at z �
.75 have a space density of 0.077 per comoving Gpc 3 (Jiang et al.
016 ). This indicates that the odds of identifying an M UV < −27
uasar in the COSMOS field between z = 6.6 and 6.9 is very unlikely
 ∼0.03 per cent), suggesting that COS-87259 was an extremely lucky 
nd. Ho we ver, we note that this likelihood increases with the assumed
raction of highly obscured quasars in the very early Universe. Recent 
tudies have shown that a subset of UV-luminous z > 6 quasars
xhibit much smaller Ly α proximity zones than expected based on 
heir inferred black hole mass, consistent with a picture wherein their
lack holes grew during highly obscured phases for a large fraction
 � 95 per cent) of their lifetime (Davies, Hennawi & Eilers 2019 ;
ilers et al. 2020 , 2021 ). High-resolution hydrodynamic simulations 
MNRAS 512, 4248–4261 (2022) 
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lso predict that supermassive black holes within massive z > 7
alaxies were perhaps very often ( ∼99 per cent) obscured by the
ense gas content of their host galaxies (Trebitsch, Volonteri &
ubois 2019 ; Ni et al. 2020 ). Ho we ver, such large obscured fractions

t z ∼ 7 would necessitate a very rapid change in the gas properties of
alaxies from z ∼ 6 where the obscured fraction is found to be ∼70–
0 per cent based on X-ray studies (Vito et al. 2018a ). Larger-area
ultiwav elength surv e ys will ultimately be required to determine the

raction of obscured extremely luminous quasars at z ∼ 7. 
If ∼billion solar mass black holes at z ∼ 7 are indeed obscured for

5–99 per cent of their lifetime, the odds of identifying COS-87259
ithin the COSMOS field would increase substantially, though still
nly to ∼1 per cent. Ho we ver, the presence of a strong z � 6.6–
.9 photometric o v erdensity around COS-87259 (see Section 4.3 )
uggests that the region containing this source is special and may be
referentially traced by an extremely massive halo. None the less,
e again emphasize that a spectroscopic redshift will be necessary

o determine whether COS-87259 in fact lies at z � 6.8 as suggested
y the optical/near-IR data. 
The parent sample of 41 UV bright (M UV � −21 . 25) galaxies

rom which COS-87259 was selected ( E21a ) also provides some
nsight into how this system compares to the general population
f UV-luminous z � 7 galaxies. COS-87259 is the only source
n this sample with any Spitzer /MIPS, Herschel , JCMT, or VLA
etection. COS-87259 is also the reddest object ( β = −0.6) and
ne of only three galaxies in the sample known to have stellar mass
bo v e 10 10 M �. The exact number of galaxies in the parent sample
bo v e this mass threshold is uncertain as 11 of 41 galaxies in E21a
ave significantly confused IRAC photometry. Assuming these 11
ources have a similar stellar mass distribution as the 30 with robust
RAC photometry, we infer that 4 of 41 galaxies in E21a have stellar
ass abo v e 10 10 M �. If the redshift of COS-87259 is confirmed at
 � 6.8, it would indicate that at least 1 of these 4 very massive
V-luminous systems exhibit both AGN and highly obscured star

ormation activity. 
As discussed abo v e, it is likely that COS-87259 is an exceptional

ystem if at z � 6.8. It is none the less worth noting that the strong sub-
m flux density of COS-87259 is consistent with a scenario in which

ighly obscured star formation activity is more common among the
ost massive ( > 10 10 M �) early galaxies, which may potentially

nfluence current estimates of the star formation rate budget at z >
 (see e.g. Zavala et al. 2021 ). To provide a qualitative estimate of
his potential impact, we note that the star formation rate of COS-
7259 alone (SFR ≈ 1800 M � yr −1 ) is equi v alent to ≈3–4 per cent
f the total SFR from all M UV < −17 z = 6 . 6 − 6 . 9 galaxies in the
.5 deg 2 COSMOS field (i.e. those which would be detectable with
ltra-deep HST imaging). Here, we have assumed the UV-based z ∼ 7
osmic star formation rate density results of Bouwens et al. ( 2015a )
nd Finkelstein et al. ( 2015 ). COS-87259 may also suggest that
GN acti vity is some what common among the most massi ve, UV-

uminous galaxies in the reionization era. Several other UV-bright
alaxies at z ∼ 7–9 have sho wn e vidence of significant AGN activity
ia detections of NV λ1240 emission (Tilvi et al. 2016 ; Laporte et al.
017 ; Mainali et al. 2018 ; Endsley et al. 2021b ), perhaps indicating
hat AGN make a non-negligible contribution to the ionizing photon
udget at early times (Madau & Haardt 2015 ). Notably, radio AGN
ppear to be very rare among narrow-band selected Ly α emitters at
 � 5.7 and z � 6.6 (Gloudemans et al. 2021 ), consistent with
 scenario in which such bright Ly α emitters more often trace
oung unobscured starbursts rather than the most massive galaxies
arboring luminous AGN. Wider -area mutliwa v elength co v erage
ill be required to better determine the general properties of massive
NRAS 512, 4248–4261 (2022) 
eionization-era galaxies, including those which are too reddened to
e selected in the rest-UV. 

.3 Photometric z � 6.6–6.9 o v erdensity around COS-87259 

oth radio galaxies and hot dust-obscured galaxies are often found
o reside in highly o v erdense environments (e.g. Pentericci et al.
000 ; Miley et al. 2004 ; Venemans et al. 2007 ; Jones et al. 2014 ,
015 ; Fan et al. 2017 ). We investigate whether COS-87259 may
eside in an o v erdense environment by comparing the surface density
f z � 6.6–6.9 Lyman-break galaxy candidates around this source
o the average surface density across COSMOS. The z � 6.6–6.9
yman-break galaxy sample used in this analysis are identified
sing the selection criteria of E21a . To provide the best statistics of
eighbouring galaxies, we ignore the magnitude cuts from E21a (i.e.
 < 25.7 or K s < 25.5) allowing for fainter ( −21 � M UV � −20 . 5)
ources to enter the sample. This selection results in a total of 67 z �
.6–6.9 galaxy candidates across the ultra-deep UltraVISTA stripes
0.73 deg 2 total 7 ) corresponding to an average surface density of
.0255 sources per arcmin 2 . We consider only the area of the ultra-
eep stripes because COS-87259 resides within one of these stripes,
nd the surface density of z � 6.6–6.9 candidates is much lower
n the UltraVISTA deep stripes which are ∼1 mag shallower in the
IRCam data. 
In an 18 arcmin 2 region around COS-87259, we identify five

 < 25.8 (M UV < −21) z � 6.6–6.9 galaxy candidates (including
OS-87259) yielding a local surface density of 0.278 arcmin −2 .
his is approximately 11 × the average surface density of z � 6.6–
.9 candidates across the ultra-deep UltraVISTA stripes, suggesting
hat COS-87259 may trace a highly o v erdense re gion at z � 6.8.
or comparison, radio and hot dust-obscured galaxies at z > 2 are

ypically found to reside in environments with ∼3–5 × the number
f neighbouring sources relative to blank fields (e.g. Venemans et al.
007 ; Jones et al. 2014 ; Fan et al. 2017 ). Such strong o v erdensities
re, at z � 7, likely to carve out large ionized regions in the mostly
eutral IGM. Further spectroscopy (targeting the fainter photometric
eighbors) will be able to verify whether COS-87259 is tracing such
n o v erdense ionized re gion (e.g. Endsle y & Stark 2022 ). 

This strong o v erdensity suggests that COS-87259 (if at z �
.8) likely occupies a special region of the early Universe that
ay be preferentially traced by an extremely massive halo (and

ence an exceptionally luminous AGN). To test this, we analyse
he environments of the most massive haloes within the very large
1 Gpc/ h ) 3 MultiDark Planck 2 simulation (MDPL2; Klypin et al.
016 ) at a snapshot redshift of z = 6.85. We generate multiple lines
f sight through the 10 most massive haloes in the simulation and
sk in how many realizations there are at least four neighbouring
 = 6.6–6.9 sources with M UV < −21 within an 18 arcmin 2 region
where the central massive halo is assumed to lie at z = 6.75). Here,
aloes are assigned UV magnitudes using the UNIVERSEMACHINE

odel (Behroozi et al. 2019 ) which has been calibrated to empirical
V luminosity functions, M UV –M ∗ relations, sSFR, and cosmic star

ormation rate density measurements at high redshifts ( z ∼ 4–10).
e find that in 66 per cent of realizations, the 10 most massive haloes

n MDPL2 occupy o v erdensities similar to that of COS-87259. This
s a marked contrast to only 0.10 per cent of randomly positioned
nd oriented sightlines that contain five M UV < −21 z = 6 . 6 − 6 . 9
alaxies in an 18 arcmin 2 region. This suggests that extremely

http://ultravista.org/
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assive haloes in the early Universe would indeed preferentially 
race the strong o v erdensity seen around COS-87259. 

 SUMMARY  A N D  O U T L O O K  

e have reported mid-IR, far-IR, sub-mm, and radio detections 
oincident with the position of a UV-luminous (M UV = −21 . 7) z �
 Lyman-break galaxy candidate located in the 1.5 deg 2 COSMOS 

eld. This source, COS-87259, exhibits a sharp flux discontinuity 
factor > 3) between the HSC ib945 and nb973 bands ( �λ = 250 Å)
nd is undetected in all nine bands blueward of 0.96 μm (including
ST ACS/F814W) as expected from a Ly α break at z � 6.8.
he full multiwavelength data (X-ray through radio) of COS-87259 
an be self-consistently explained by a massive ( M ∗ = 10 10.8 M �)
nd extremely red ( β = −0.59) galaxy at z = 6.83 ± 0.06 with
yperluminous infrared emission (log (L IR /L �) = 13.6) powered 
y both an intense burst of highly obscured star formation (SFR

1800 M � yr −1 ) and an obscured ( τ9 . 7 μm = 7 . 7 ± 2 . 5) radio-loud
L 1.4 GHz ≈ 10 25.4 W Hz −1 ) AGN. The radio emission is compact 
1.04 ± 0.12 arcsec) and exhibits an ultra-steep spectrum between 
.32 and 3 GHz ( α = −1 . 57 + 0 . 22 

−0 . 21 ) that flattens at lower frequencies
 α = −0 . 86 + 0 . 22 

−0 . 16 between 0.144 and 1.32 GHz), consistent with
nown z > 4 radio galaxies. We also find evidence that COS-87259
ay reside in significantly o v erdense (11 ×) environment at z � 6.8,

s is common for systems hosting radio-loud AGN at lower redshifts.
We consider models of low-redshift galaxies and find that such 

olutions are unlikely to reproduce the optical and near-IR data, at 
east when assuming a suite of standard dust screen models. It is
ossible that the sharp flux discontinuity seen in COS-87259 can 
e produced by a very rare class of AGN (FeLoBAL) if at z �
.4. Ho we ver, it is not immediately clear that such an AGN would
o undetected in all nine bands blueward of 0.96 μm. This low-
edshift FeLoBAL solution also cannot easily explain the extended 
orphology of the HST WFC3/ F 160 W detection. We also cannot

ule out the possibility that COS-87259 is a z � 6.8 source that
s being gravitationally lensed by a fore ground e xtremely dusty
tarburst galaxy, the latter of which could dominate the mid-IR 

hrough radio emission. A spectroscopic redshift will ultimately be 
equired to establish the true nature of COS-87259 be yond an y doubt.

hile optical (0.75–1.00 μm) spectroscopic observations of COS- 
7259 has resulted in no detection of Ly α emission, this is consistent
ith expectations of a z � 6.8 solution given the implied extremely

ed rest-UV slope of this source. Observations of far-IR cooling 
ines (e.g. [C II ]) w ould lik ely offer a better means of confirming the
edshift of COS-87259 due to its high star formation rate. 

If COS-87259 is confirmed to lie at z � 6.8, we estimate that
t least one of four very massive ( M ∗ > 10 10 M �) UV-bright z �
.6–6.9 galaxies in COSMOS would be known to exhibit both AGN 

nd highly obscured star formation activity. Such a confirmation 
ould be consistent with a picture wherein very massive galaxies 

ontribute significantly to the cosmic star formation rate density at z 
 6. The inferred star formation rate of COS-87259 alone (SFR ≈

800 M � yr −1 ) is equi v alent to ≈3–4 per cent of the total SFR from all
 UV < −17 z � 6 . 6 − 6 . 9 galaxies in the 1.5 deg 2 COSMOS field

i.e. those detectable with ultra-deep HST imaging; McLure et al. 
013 ; Bouwens et al. 2015a ; Finkelstein et al. 2015 ). If confirmed,
OS-87259 may also suggest that AGNs are fairly common among 

he most massive, UV-luminous galaxies in the reionization era. 
everal other UV-bright galaxies at z ∼ 7–9 have shown evidence 
f significant AGN activity via detections of NV λ1240 emission 
Tilvi et al. 2016 ; Laporte et al. 2017 ; Mainali et al. 2018 ; Endsley
t al. 2021b ), perhaps indicating that AGN make a non-negligible 
ontribution to the ionizing photon budget at early times (Madau &
aardt 2015 ). Wider -area multiwa v elength surv e ys will ultimately
e required to better characterize the demographics of AGN as well
s the incidence of intense star formation activity within very massive
eionization-era galaxies, including those which are too reddened to 
e selected in the rest-frame UV. 
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